On 22 April 2022 Tiger Trust along with ASN School, Mayur Vihar celebrated Earth Day.

The theme for this year’s Earth Day was ‘An Apology to the Ecology’. We as citizens have caused immense damage to this planetary system and nature. Tiger Trust helped students to learn about the importance of Earth Day by bringing out some realistic case studies of change and champions of nature that came forward to restore and renew natural resources.

A PowerPoint presentation was presented depicting ‘Real life stories of change’. The students of grade 8 of ASN School, Mayur Vihar also presented Nukkad Natak on the same. The enthusiasm was real, and the audience was active at that. Further, they showcased products made from waste material like pencil stand out of bangles, spoon stand, cloth bag from a skirt etc.

Followed by this, a dance performance was presented by the students of class 8-F.
The overall response was overwhelming, and the participation of students was active at that.

Students asked questions related to the environmental issues arising in the nation and shared certain viewpoints.